Collaboratively enhance engineering education & drive education innovations across faculties.

**HIGHLIGHTS 2023**

**KICK-START YOUR TEACHING**

$250

Participants in the enhanced programme for new educators consisting of activities to get to know the educational organisation, train teaching skills, connect with other educators & build confidence to start teaching.

3 introduction sessions, sessions on student wellbeing and transformation, a human library, a New podcast season “Adventures in Teaching”, 2 successful TUn德尔 pilots and an Animation on the TUn德尔 Education Organisation.

**EVENTS**

TU Delft Education Day Participants

The event of the year to get inspired by fellow educators from all faculties. With over 200 participants in the Teaching Lab, 2 incredible keynote, 3 soapbox sessions focused on AI in education, TUn德尔 and IDEE, 13 sessions by TU Delft educators and plenty of room for exchange. It was an inspiring, interactive event themed “Open Up! Bright alone, Brilliant Together.”

**MORE EVENTS IN 2023**

Hosting Educator driven activities in the Teaching Lab on different topics like transdisciplinarity & blue engineering.

Journal Clubs where educators and education support meet and discuss scientific papers on education.

Co-Organisation of Exchange Days.

Session on “Freedom of choice & Interdisciplinarity in the master”

**COMMUNITIES**

TEACHING ACADEMY PANEL

Panel sessions led by Annesia Cabo (Academic Director Teaching Academy) with a panel consisting of different educators from all faculties, who were put forward by students and colleagues for being inspiring and innovative. With sessions every 6 weeks, 1A panelists are involved in aligning the Teaching Academy’s agenda with the needs and ambitions of TU Delft educators.

PROGRAMME DIRECTOR SESSIONS

Sessions led by Rob Muddie (Vice-President Education) and Annesia Cabo on the topics: Kick-start Teaching, Vision on Teaching & Learning, AI Chatbots in Education, Bridging the Gap in knowledge, skills & autonomy, Duty of Care (zorgplicht), Digital strategy & DEE, Institutional Quality Assurance.

**NEW SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS**

Machine Learning

Community Engaged Learning

**EXPERIENCE & COMMUNICATION**

Factsheets • Experimenting in the Teaching Lab (lightboard & Video box) • LinkedIn • Teaching Academy website • Teaching Lab look & feel (incl. aesthetics) • Educator redesign • Monthly Educator Newsletter • Stories of Education

...it’s all about Education!